System accessories for
Altro Whiterock

Items for a complete wall installation with Altro Whiterock wall cladding products.
1-Part joint strip
82”  G831/25/* add color code
9’10”  G831/30/* add color code
Vertical joint strip used to join adjacent sheets includes neoprene seal to make the joint watertight.

1-Part concealed transition strip
82”  G835/25
Used as a leveling strip between two surfaces so that one can overlap the other.

2-Part joint strip
82”  A831/25/* add color code
9’10”  A831/30/* add color code
Metallic visual strip joins two Altro Whiterock wall designs panels to create a smooth finish in areas where heat welding isn’t viable.

Sanitary sealant
White - A802
Clear - A803
Color - A805/* add color code
For creating a hygienically-sealed edge.
AltroFix W39 2-part adhesive
W39
For adhering Altro Whiterock on both porous and non-porous substrates, in wet and high humidity environments and when heat welding is specified.

W165 Tape adhesion promoter
W165
Ensures tape adheres properly to substrate.

AltroFix W157 acrylic adhesive
W157
For adhering Altro Whiterock on porous substrates and dry applications only.

Double-sided foam tape
1" A815/116
2" A815/216
1/16" thick foam mounting tape used for installing Altro Whiterock when heat welding seams.

Double-sided foam tape
1" A815/132
2" A815/232
1/32" thick foam mounting tape used for installing Altro Whiterock when heat welding seams.

Double-sided butyl tape
A815/30
For installing Altro Whiterock panels while using joint strips.

Weldrod
WSR* add color code
PVC welding rod for use with Altro sheet vinyl wall cladding.

FlexiJoint strip
FJ01/3MH
FJ* add color code for coil
Unobtrusive, almost-invisible joints for installing Altro Whiterock panels. Available in white strips and custom coils.

Heat weld backer
WSBU200
Vinyl shim backer for creating a solid and smooth transition between floors and walls when heat welding this seam.
C8 Cap tile strip
C8Cap
Rigid “h” shaped vinyl transition cap w/8mm shelf to be used between flash coved sheet flooring and Altro Whiterock.

C4 Cap tile strip
C4Cap
Pliable “h” shaped vinyl transition cap w/4mm shelf to be used between flash coved sheet flooring and Altro Whiterock.

FlexiJoint steel spacers
FJS/3.4
Used for setting the gap between panels accurately when using FlexiJoint strips.

Stainless steel corner protector
4’ A861/12
8’ A861/13
Protects external corners in high traffic areas.

Shower Recessed Shelf
A900
A factory formed hygienic insert that can be welded directly to panels, offering a water-tight, rust-proof shelf for your shower toiletries.

C8 Cap tile strip
C8Cap
Rigid “h” shaped vinyl transition cap w/8mm shelf to be used between flash coved sheet flooring and Altro Whiterock.

C4 Cap tile strip
C4Cap
Pliable “h” shaped vinyl transition cap w/4mm shelf to be used between flash coved sheet flooring and Altro Whiterock.

FlexiJoint steel spacers
FJS/3.4
Used for setting the gap between panels accurately when using FlexiJoint strips.

Specialty items
Altro offers a variety of specialty items for your installation needs. These include Altro Whiterock Whiteboard, Altro Whiterock Imagination Wall, Altro Whiterock Digiclad panels and any accompanying accessories necessary for the installation of these products.

Please reach out to your Altro representative if you are interested in any of these products.